Private Equity by Default, Not by Design
A Discussion of Workout Strategies from a Direct Lender
Hunting Dog Capital has been a lender to lower middle market companies since 2004. From
experience, we have learned that borrowers operating to plan is not the norm. Even with the most
detailed diligence and rigorous underwriting processes, unforeseen or unanticipated events often
necessitate the need for us to take action to protect our loan. In the best-case scenario, a minor
amendment or waiver can be enough to enable a borrower to navigate an unexpected event or shortterm issue.
Mo’ Money
Sometimes, amendments or waivers are not satisfactory solutions. Often times, borrowers represent
that additional capital can fix everything. More money may be part of the solution, but usually more
drastic steps are required.
While every situation is unique, our experience has taught us that one common contributor to
financial distress is the CEO’s attraction to revenue over profit. Typical rationales include:




“This gets us in the door. We will make it back over time.”
“Best we could do without losing the business. It is a competitive market.”
“It’s the price you pay for being a small supplier.”

Not having the systems in place to collect accurate and timely data to determine a pricing strategy to
assure minimum profit contribution on every sale can be fatal. It is not uncommon for us to see our
clients negotiating a price and not realizing they are losing money. Over time, there inevitably will
be a covenant breach.
Take Action
We learned quickly that before a loan closes, you need a sound plan of action to minimize losses.
Borrowers will always provide reasons and sometimes threats as to why a lender should stand still.
When there is a loss of faith in the management, delay will only make a bad situation worse. When
more drastic steps are required, a lender can pursue one of the following courses:






Debt-for-equity conversion
Foreclosure
Receivership
Bankruptcy (Chapter 7/11)
Forced/Orderly sale

Selecting a course of action is dependent on each unique set of circumstance. Sometimes, the best
decision is to do nothing. Losses occur when making risky investments, but it can be better not to
compound the pain with more time and capital. Alternatively, and under the right circumstances,
taking control of the situation, can not only increase the likelihood of recovering your investment,
but also potentially generating a return well in excess of the original loan amount. In other words,
private equity by default.
Private Equity by Default
A lender can take control through the remedies described above, such as a receivership sale,
bankruptcy proceedings or a debt-for-equity swap. Each has advantages and disadvantages. For
example, a receivership sale or bankruptcy will “cleanse” the acquired assets of past liens and most
potential liabilities, but can be time consuming and expensive. While there is more certainty with
respect to process, a bankruptcy or receivership can be extremely disruptive and uncertain for all
stakeholders – employees, vendors and customers. Under a debt-for-equity swap approach, a lender
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converts a portion of its debt into equity of the borrower. Not only does this relieve the borrower of
some, if not all, the debt service and is less disruptive to the borrower, it can also provide the lender
direct operating control and the ability to instigate real change. Unfortunately, a debt-for-equity swap
does not “cleanse” the assets and requires borrower cooperation.
When faced with the prospect of a lender enforcing its rights, borrowers/owners often threaten to
quit, which they assure will cause irreparable harm because the employees will quit, customers will
refuse to do business with the company and many other horrible consequences will transpire. While
this can be true, our experience has been that the vast majority of employees, suppliers and
customers prefer to work with stable partners that pay and perform as promised.
Before seeking control, a lender must consider the following:








Are the challenges faced systemic or company specific?
Is there potential to turn around the company and is it worth it?
Is current management willing and able to make the required changes?
What outside resources are required – legal, industry consultants, HR, recruiters?
Can risks be properly identified and mitigated? In other words, as skeletons surface, can a
lender adequately protect itself?
What are critical first steps to enhance probability of success?
The importance of messaging a common goal to all stakeholders – employees, vendors and
customers

Case Studies
The following case studies are examples where Hunting Dog Capital gained operating control that
not only saved almost 200 jobs, but also have the potential to generate returns well in excess of the
original loan economics:




Clean Water Environmental (Receivership sale)
Pet Brands (Debt-for-equity conversion)
Advantage Manufacturing (Forced/Orderly sale)
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Lessons Learned
As a lender, sometimes doing nothing is the best option. At least, with our strategy of having a first
lien and tangible assets as collateral, recoveries are usually substantially higher than those of
unsecured cash flow loans. We have learned that under the right circumstances, taking a more
proactive approach can not only minimize the downside, but also produce a meaningful return, if you
know what you are doing. It is not a path for all lenders, but over the past thirteen years, our lessons
learned include:









Sometimes, hard as it is, the best decision is to do nothing. Losses occur when making risky
investments, but it is better not to compound the pain with more time and capital
Management teams often prioritize revenue over profit in the believe that bigger is better
Be proactive. Waiting too long can make matters worse, harder to fix and more expensive
Avoid confrontation whenever possible and keep emotions in check. However tempting it is
to fire off a confrontational e-mail, always consider how this will read in front of a judge
Product and profit start with people
Development of a common process and industry/professional contacts
Critical first steps and the use of independent consultants to evaluate the situation
 Re-evaluate the business plan
 Do you have the right people to execute, even with a sound plan?
Other popular misconceptions to consider:
 Private credit professionals cannot run companies
 Successfully transforming a small company can be done quickly
 Losing key individuals means losing customers
 Money can fix everything
 Replacing the CEO/owner will cause irreparable harm
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About Hunting Dog Capital
Hunting Dog Capital (www.hdcap.com) is a San Francisco-based investment manager that specializes
in providing flexible financing, primarily in the form of senior-secured term loans, to lower middle
market U.S. companies. Hunting Dog Capital’s principals have worked together since 2002 and have
extensive transaction experience that includes private debt, investment banking, corporate finance
and restructurings. Investment opportunities are generated through a nationwide referral network
that the Hunting Dog Capital team has developed and grown since 2004. Our lending criteria:








Investment Size: $5 million+
Term: 1 - 5 years, prepay without penalty after the first year
Borrower Profile: Meaningful tangible assets
Industry: Agnostic
Geography: U.S.
Use of Proceeds: Growth, Refinancing, Acquisition, Working Capital, Buyout
Ownership: Concentrated with at-risk equity

Contact Information:
Chris Allick
415.277.2292
chris@hdcap.com

Todd Blankfort
415.277.2293
todd@hdcap.com
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